MINUTES OF PUBLIC HEARING
Cargill Inc.
October 7, 2016 2:00 PM
Town Hall of Lansing
29 Auburn Road, Lansing NY

Present: Heather McDaniel, Jim Dennis, Jennifer Tavares, Rich John, Martha Robertson (for Tompkins County Industrial Development Agency), Shawn Wilczynski (Cargill, Inc.), Jerry Goodenough, Thomas Kirby, David Bickal, Daniel Eihil, Connie Wilcox, Richard MacDonald, Steve and Liz Davis, Mike Sigler, Jamie Swinston (WHCU News), Nick Reynolds (Ithaca Times), Theresa Alt, Maureen Cowen, Brian Eden, Deborah Dawson, Elan Shapiro, Elizabeth Gosset, John Dennis, Krys Cail, Ronny Hardaway, Kay Wagner, Joe Wilson, Irene Weiser, Julie Boles, Chris Williams, Todd Mallinson, Deborah Pelt, Jaime Cone, Kathy Miner, Mike Kaplinka-Loehr, Bert Bland, Gay Nicholson, Dan Eikel, John Dennis, Dan Konowalow, Ed LaVigne (Town of Lansing)

1. Heather McDaniel called the public hearing to order at 2:05 PM

2. Public hearing notice was read.

3. Call for comments.

Comments:

Jerry Goodenough – 228 Cayuga Drive – Cargill is a good neighbor they have helped the local power plant when there was a need. This unit must survive on its own even thought it is a unit of Cargill Inc. Everyday they have to increase expenses just to keep the same level of production. The company offers good jobs. Looking at bigger picture of what the company has brought to the community in terms of jobs and good will, it is worth supporting the project.

Mike Sigler – 218 Peruville Road – Spoke in favor of the project. Lansing is going through difficult times. This local unit of Cargill is separate even though it seems like a big company. We talk about energy, Cargill uses a lot of energy now, this shaft will reduce the use in terms of bringing energy into the mine. They could also buy out of equipment state cheaper but they choose to buy local – this is a big deal. They are a very responsible partner for this county. The Rail road also relies on Cargill and with out them it has a better chance of going away.
Ryan McCune – 904 E Shore Drive – (TCCC) In support of the project. Perspective from TC Chamber and economic perspective – Cargill will contribute $45 M to this project to keep the mine open. They have been in the County for 100 years and have 200 employees – the loss of the company in a few years would be a huge impact. Cargill also contributes to a number of local non-profits – this would go away. Also we need to think of the safety of the employees – the shaft will reduce 7 miles of travel underground – increases safety and reduces energy need.

Theresa Alt – 206 Eddy Street, Ithaca – see attached comments

Joe Wilson – 75 Hart Hill Road – Dryden – commented at Legislature meeting previously and have also sent in comments (attached). Not an insider, has read the application. The legislature has cited loss of sales tax revenues as a reason to override the tax cap. Cargill can easily pay its own way. That Cargill will leave is baseless. The application says the useful life will cease if shaft is not built. Cargill has not explained how the shaft will increase or shorten the useful life of the mine. There is no explanation how the shaft will generate 4 new jobs.

Kay Wagner – 1665 Ellis Hollow Road – Issue of environmental problems – not brought out to the public. There are serious issues with constructing the shaft. Feels that an EIS must be done. Cannot risk increase of salinity of the lake. Shocked that there is not a second way of egress for workers. Cargill is also applying for a $8M grant from NYS – the company has a practice of asking for tax breaks. Threats to leave if they do not get the tax break. Once the shaft is built it saves workers time that will enable them to produce more and make more profits. Ethical issues – unlikely they will buy things in Tompkins County.

Deborah Dawson – 51 Dart Drive – a Legislator said this is what these companies do. If any can sell at a certain price they will move. They mine 2M tons of salt a year – they sell to municipalities – they would save 13 cents a ton the first year. They are investing to increase life of mine – they are only going to save 1.5 cents a ton over 20 years. So company is playing a game with us.

Irene Weiser – Brooktondale - There are questions that need answering – reducing underground transit time should increase productivity. Public process of how abatements are announced and how they are made available for public to comment. The public should have an earlier opportunity to comment before the negotiations have been done. She objects to the process and suggested that the public be more involved from the beginning.

Ronny Hardaway – 51 Dart Drive – Pleased Cargill has been here for 100 years and want to see workers have a safe work place. However, feels that the sales tax abatement should not be given, feels Cargill can absorb the cost and will still stay here.

Krys Cail – 3110 Dubois Road – Tax abatements are to help keep companies or to help a newer company – Cargill is not a new company. Suspects that Cargill pays little in federal taxes. Charitable donations rise visibility and lowers taxes. She also feels having a majority of legislators on the IDA board is a bad practice.
Connie Wilcox – Algerine Road, Lansing – lifetime Lansing resident. Cargill is a really good company. We need to look at the company in this County – companies are leaving because they cannot afford to be here. Cargill employs 200 people who are happy with those jobs – what will happen when Cargill leaves and the 200 loose their jobs. Each Cargill unit is separate and is not supported by the corporation. Cargill volunteers time with housing authority and with community groups.

Julie Boles – 78 Lake Forest Lane, Lansing – Appreciates all who are here – feels Cargill is great company, but she is concerned with tax abatement – people can’t stay here due to high taxes.

Chris Williams – Lansing – approve proposal for mineshaft. Economic Development – this is a retention project – most economic/cost effective. The increased productivity could translate into a one new job – their entry-level jobs start at $18/hour. Believes Cargill has earned his trust. Feels the company is one that has a corporate conscience – should approve the project.

Ed LaVigne – Town of Lansing Supervisor – Information is very important. When looking at tax exemptions – there are others – farmers, good people – 9% of their land is tax exempt. Universities are tax exempt. People driving into the county to work – they don’t pay property taxes. Look at the greater good. He personally doesn’t like corporations. But Cargill is the exception. They contribute to the playground, harbor fest, lift for boats. Gave example of Smith Corona leaving – devastated Groton.

Daniel Eikel – 151 Sweazey Road – He does not know if the town of Lansing has approved this project. The access is all about profit. Feels they cannot move anywhere else – they have a sweet deal with the State.

Michael Koplinka Loehr – 118 Ross Road – neighbor to land where mine shaft going in. In favor of project. The abatement is 2% of project cost, but it is a make or break project – cost to bring electricity to project if very high.

John Dennis – Sustainable Development Associates, 893 Cayuga Heights Road – Handed out report from John K Warren on the geology of the project (attached). Cargill is largest privately held corporation in North America. Feels they have the money for the project. Salinity of lake has been falling. Why did the mine stop mining at the southern part of the lake? Feels they need to know if there was irregular seismic activity. If that is the case, pushing north and when you core from the bottom up there could be a break in the aquifer. Bedrock may not be on a firm foundation. He wants seismic data for the northern reserves. We need a public dialogue. The negative declaration came in from the DEC in June. We need more information.

Dan Konowalow ceded his time to John Dennis.

4. The hearing was adjourned at 3:00 PM
October 7, 2016

Tompkins County Industrial Development Agency

Cargill has requested a $64,000,000 sales tax abatement to build a second shaft in their salt mine in Lansing. The second shaft is a matter of safety. It must be built.

BUT

According to Cargill’s financial summary their 2015 net earnings were over $1.5 billion. More according to adjusted earnings. More this year -- more like over $2.3 billion.

This is not some little startup that needs to scrape together a loan here and an abatement there to make a go of it. That is what IDA tax abatements are for. But Cargill is a huge company that can afford to pay for its needed, indeed required safety measures. Instead of diverting money to profits, they can use the money for that second shaft.

When I spoke at the Legislature three days ago, I erroneously said that there are no environmental issues involved. I now hear that there are indeed serious environmental questions about the second shaft. Therefore, it is environmental studies that Cargill must begin immediately. Perhaps for reasons of safety operations should cease until the studies and work can be completed.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Theresa F. Alt
From: Joseph Wilson <wilson.joe79@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Cargill and Last Night's Discussion
Date: October 5, 2016 12:53:45 PM EDT
To: TCIDA Board Of Governors Via Staff Liaison <inaa@tcad.org>

To the Board of Governors' Liaison,

Please provide this to each of the Governors. Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Joseph Wilson <wilson.joe79@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 5, 2016 at 12:52 PM
Subject: Cargill and Last Night's Discussion
To: Rich John-Leg <rjohn@tompkins-co.org>, Will Burbank <wburbank@tompkins-co.org>
Cc: Anna Kelles-Leg <akelles@tompkins-co.org>, Carol Chock <carolchock@gmail.com>, Dan Klein <danbydan@hotmail.com>, "David M. McKenna" <dmckenna@tompkins-co.org>, Dooley Kiefer <dkiefer@tompkins-co.org>, Glenn Morey <gmorey@tompkins-co.org>, Jim Dennis <jpd821@yahoo.com>, Leslyn McBean-Clairborne <leslyn@twcny.rr.com>, Mike Lane <tlane4@twcny.rr.com>, Mike Sigler <msigler@tompkins-co.org>, Peter Stein <pcs1@cornell.edu>, Will Burbank <willburbank@gmail.com>, Joe Mareane <jmareane@tompkins-co.org>, Ed Marx <emarx@tompkins-co.org>

Dear Will and Rich,

Thanks for responding to our collective comments regarding Cargill's requested sales tax break. Thanks, too, for being willing to hear more.

What I did not try to articulate last night because of time constraints were several additional, related concerns:

• You on the Legislature have cited loss of sales tax revenue as a reason to over-ride the tax cap; yet, here you are giving a sales tax break to a corporation which can easily afford to pay its own way for the new mine shaft.

• The discussion last night that Cargill would "leave" if the Leg did not give a tax break was baseless. Cargill did NOT threaten to leave, as I read their application. Instead Cargill alleges that the useful life of the mine will be reduced without the shaft.

• I am distressed that so many or all of you smart and diligent people [a practicing lawyer included :-)]] have simply flown by the fact that Cargill never even offered to describe any connection between the new mine shaft and either the supposed 4 new jobs or the shortening of the useful life of the mine.

• Each of the alleged benefits of the shaft listed on p. 4 of the
Application--reduction of 7 miles of travel time to/from the closest elevator, fresh ventilation air and safe access to the surface, 30 minute reduction in emergency evacuation time, and savings of 2.7 MM kilowatt hours in power usage--all go o increase Cargill's profits by reducing its costs and not, apparently, to us taxpayers who will make up the difference in local revenue and whose State revenues will be diverted to Cargill.

• Making governments forego needed revenue is old hat for Cargill. The most recent example on public record seems to be its June coercion of the State of Kansas, the City of Wichita, and various local districts resulting in their giving up $10M of tax revenue. See: http://bigstory.ap.org/article/dc898b55e63f425489ec00ae5fffd30c1/apnewsbreak-cargill-gets-10m-tax-breaks-stay-kansas

• Not sure how you came up with the idea that the new mine shaft will increase taxes paid by Cargill, locally. I am willing to be informed, but my limited understanding of how taxes are calculated on the Lansing mine does not support what you (Rich) said last night.

• Giving billion-dollar Cargill a reduction in sales tax without a believable, rational basis articulated on the public Application calls to question whether there is in practice any meaningful standard on which the IDA Governors are operating.

C: Members of County Legislature, affected County Staff, TCIDA Staff liaison

--
Joseph M. Wilson
75 Hunt Hill Road
Ithaca NY 14850 (in the Town of Dryden)
607-539-1159 Temporary Cell: 607-379-3724
Dear TCIDA Board Members and Pertinent Staff,

You have before you a request from Cargill for a tax abatement of $640,000 to offset the cost of “a new ventilation and access shaft” at the salt mine in Lansing. I ask you deny the request. Here are the reasons:

• Cargill, a privately held, for profit corporation, has more than enough resources to pay the full cost of this project. Last year Cargill had a profit of $2.380 Billion. This was a 50 percent increase over 2015. This year Cargill valued its total assets at $57.4+ Billion. Cargill has already asked the State to give it $8 Million for the same project.

• The only alleged benefit to the local community is 4 new “medium skilled” jobs which might be in place in three years time. Were these jobs to actually come to be, each job would cost us taxpayers a gargantuan $2,160,000 ($8,000,000 Empire State Grant + $640,000 County/school district tax abatement divided by 4 = $2,160,000). Moreover, Cargill's application does not explain how or why these jobs will come about and, more important, why they will result from the construction of a new mine shaft. Without a clear explanation, common sense says the claim is an unfounded exaggeration.

• Cargill claims, “...there is a likelihood that the Project would not be undertaken but for the financial assistance provided by the [TCIDA].” Here, common sense says this claim is absurd. $57.5 Billion Cargill is not going to cancel a $45 Million project in which it has already invested $2.5 Million because we local taxpayers don't hand over a minuscule 0.0014% of the cost of the project.

• Cargill has said, “If this project is not completed, the life of the Cayuga Mine will be significantly reduced.” Like the promise of jobs, this assertion is not supported by any explanation of how or why this shaft will prolong (or its absence shorten) the life of the entire mine operation. This lack of a clearly stated link between the shaft and the useful life of the mine makes this another hard-to-believe claim.

• On June 21st of this year, you County Legislators including a majority of the TCIDA Board of Directors gave permission to override this year's tax cap and directed the County Administrator to prepare a Recommended 2017 Budget above the projected cap. Given that this “permission” foreshadows another increase in the burden on us local taxpayers, voting (or supporting) a reduction in future tax collections from a $57.5 Billion corporation and transferring the burden of making up the difference to us local taxpayers is unfair, illogical, and unreasonable.

I urge each of you to deny Cargill's request.

Sincerely,

/s/ Joseph M. Wilson


3 Cargill's reported “total assets” for 2016 are $57,489,000,000. See: http://cargill.com/company/financial/five-year/index.jsp.

4 Cargill's TCIDA/TCDC Application, p. 6

5 TCIDA/TCDC Application (Cargill), p. 9
$40,000 tax abatement divided by $45 Million cost of project = 0.0014%

“The project is currently under funded at the corporate level...”, and “...there is a likelihood that the Project would not be undertaken but for the financial assistance provided by the [TCIDA].” Cargill's TCIDA/TCDC Application, p. 4
Brian Eden

Re: TCIDA Public Hearing on Cargill Deicing Technology’s Request for a Sales Tax Exemption

October 7, 2016

To TCIDA Members

Any proposed project may have both economic and environmental benefits and risks to residents of Tompkins County. TCAD and TCIDA are tasked to review those risks and benefits for economic development. What County-level staff are responsible for assessing the environmental protection aspects of a project?

The purpose of the Environmental Management Council, as set forth in the Legislature’s Resolution of its establishment and our by-laws, is to provide advice to the Legislature on environmental matters. Our membership has a range of skill sets and is prepared to support County decision-making where appropriate. We are too infrequently requested to provide an advisory opinion on a matter before Legislators.

What about the role of the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation in this project? Isn’t their designated responsibility to protect us from the negative environmental impacts of proposed projects? Yet they experience the same pressures to approve the projects as the County does. If the Governor and a large international corporation is seeking approval of a project, staffers in the environmental permit review section in the Cortland sub-regional office of the NYSDEC may wisely choose not to stand in their way. I have met many NYSDEC personnel over the years who, for the most part, have served the agency for a very long time. That longevity is not the result
of challenging such pressures. We need to accept full responsibility for the impacts of our decisions on our local environment.

In the inevitable conflicts between development and environmental protection, the concerns for the latter may be only minimally addressed. For example, the Chainworks site on South Hill is highly contaminated. Yet over several decades there was a reluctance by local public officials and the NYSDEC to order a full clean-up for fear that first, Morse Chain, and then Emerson, might relocate outside the City. As a consequence, this valuable local property has remained undeveloped for nearly two decades. The extent of the contamination may prevent the site from ever being redeveloped to its full potential.

Another serious local contamination issue is the discharge of 25M gallons of leachate annually to Cayuga Lake from Riesling Power’s Coal Combustion Residuals landfill. The long-term consequence of 40 years of utilizing the Lake as a waste treatment system is yet to be determined. There are suitable technical and cost effective options but the County is reluctant to support our request in deference to the interests of the County’s once largest tax payer.

With regard to the proposed construction of Cargill’s mine shaft #4, have IDA members considered the potential environmental risks of the project? I assure you there are some significant environmental issues.

Unfortunately the existence of the environmental review process was published to satisfy only minimal technical compliance with NYSDEC regulations for public notice; the little-read Environmental Notice Bulletin and a legal notice in the Ithaca Journal. No informative articles were reported in the press alerting the public to the project and the opportunity for them to comment. The comment period closed on Monday, October 3rd.
The NYSDEC had provided Cargill’s project with a Negative Declaration: Determination of Non-Significance, on June 30, 2016, well prior to the announcement of a 30 day comment period on September 2\textsuperscript{nd}. It appears that this determination was made without the applicant providing sufficient information to support such a finding. The 14’ interior diameter shaft will pass through water-bearing and gas-producing formations. Fresh water produced during construction and operation will be stored in previously excavated cavities and the gas will be dissipated throughout the mine. As the mining proceeds northward into more seismically active areas, the buffer between the Top of Salt and the Cayuga Lake bottom decreases. There are also concerns for the location of the east-west fractures in the bedrock valley. It is remarkable—it should be inconceivable-- that a project of this magnitude could be approved without the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement.

Dr. John Warren, an international expert on rock salt mining, has prepared a 30 page scientific paper on the additional technical information needed to meaningfully evaluate the environmental impacts of the shaft construction project prior to its final approval. We have circulated the paper among regional geologists for peer review. They have all indicated substantial agreement with and respect for his work. We will provide anyone interested with a copy of the paper and the author’s bio.

The human brain is apparently unable to process long-term risks. Despite the scientific evidence that climate change will present serious existential risks to our species, polls indicate that jobs, taxes, etc. rate far higher in resident’s concerns. I urge the IDA members to conduct a due diligence review of the potential environmental risks of this project. Please consider making any award of benefits to Cargill for this
project be conditional on their preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement. Thank you.
I urge you to reject this application for the following reasons.

1. Our criteria for tax abatement requires adding jobs or economic impact, and your application which says 4 jobs will be added is insufficient impact.

2. We do not find your statement that you would leave this mine without the $640,000 in tax forgiveness to be credible.

3. You have not made the case that your company cannot afford to pay sales tax. Every other individual and nearly every business pays sales tax. See on Cargill’s website: $2.38 billion in profits last year.

4. If we grant this abatement, we would be saying to every large business in the county that all they have to do is threaten to leave, and they will be eligible for whatever tax abatements they request. We cannot afford such an unfair, de facto policy.

According to the application, there is a need for the mine to provide fresh air and safe access for workers. I am fully in favor of safe working conditions for the Cargill employees. And I am fully in favor of keeping the mine operating and productive. I see from the application, that a new shaft would also increase productivity for the northern reserves. From this, I understand that it would shorten the travel time for workers going to that area and increase effectiveness of the ventilating, both results that would save Cargill money.

What I am not in favor of is this statement as a reason for the tax abatement: "The project is currently under funded at the corporate level..." By that, I take it that Cargill would like the public to pay for part of the costs of their mining improvements.
The Cargill mine in Lansing (called Cayuga Mine in a database about U.S. salt mines), is the 4th largest in the nation, when size is based on the number of employees. Cargill has 205 employees according to the data base at the Cayuga Mine, and it also has two other active mines in the US. In fact, 3 of the largest 6 salt mines in the country are owned by Cargill.

I object to a company that made $2.38 billion in 2016 profits asking local communities (and the state as they get 1/2 the sales tax) for $640,000 in lost sales tax revenue, and not only asking, but threatening to LEAVE if the request is not granted.

Where do big corporations think we get the tax abatement? How is it fair that Cargill is able to make so much profit, and then demand more from local and state government?

Unfortunately, this practice of subsidizing highly profitable corporations with public taxes is rampant through the globe, as one country competes with another, and within the US, as one state competes with another.

TCIDA can’t change everything, but we can require a fair playing field for economic development, and granting this abatement would not be fair to the public taxpayers.
October 12, 2016

To the following recipients:

Heather D McDaniel – heatherm@tcad.org
Ithaca Mayor Svante Myrick - mayormyrick@cityofithaca.org
James Dennis - jpd821@yahoo.com
Martha Robertson- mrobertson@tompkins-co.org
Will Burbank - wburbank@tompkins-co.org
Grace Chiang - grace@chiangobrien.com
Jennifer Tavares - jtavares@tompkinschamber.org
Richard John – rjohn@tompkins-co.org

I attended the public hearing on Friday October 7, 2016 at the Lansing Town Hall. I am writing this letter to oppose the request to grant Cargill Deicing Technologies a tax abatement.

I attended the public hearing with the understanding that Cargill would be presenting extensive information regarding their proposed mine shaft and the public would have an opportunity to ask questions. The meeting instead reinforced my negative impression of big business and its doings with public funds. I felt deceived by Cargill’s lack of attention to the residents of Lansing and Tompkins County as well as the other counties around the lake. It appeared that yet another situation was being pulled off without adequate public input. Having a meeting notification at 2pm on a Friday afternoon appears to be purposely scheduled to inhibit public input. Beyond that there has been almost no information published about the proposed mine shaft other than it was meant to be a “rescue shaft.” Now at the last minute we are told it is to improve the bottom line ($). There has been no information made public on Cargill Deicing Technology’s long range plan or any of its difficulties ($) other than danger to the workers.

Those in attendance at the hearing in favor of granting the tax abatement leaned heavily on Cargill’s contributions to the community and their “independent status” from the parent company. This status was not explained nor why it is “independent.” It is not a franchise as Mr. Siegel would have one believe. I attempted to do research on this terminology and came up with nothing. What I did find was the connection of leadership to the main organization Cargill Inc. and a plant manager in Lansing. I also found information on a hedge fund CarVal (part of Cargill Inc.) with whom Cargill Inc. is having legal problems.

It would appear that the hedge fund is dealing with high risk business situations not unlike the coal fired power plant in Lansing now owned by a hedge fund. In addition the proponents of the tax abatement leaned heavily on the good deeds that Cargill performs for the community. Those are definitely appreciated and never have been in question. Are these good deeds in question if the tax abatement is not granted? That would not meet Cargill’s mission statement and I do not believe they would retaliate. Those good deeds would be in question if Cargill left Lansing but if that happened another hedge fund would most likely be purchasing the operation and people would continue to be employed.

Cargill has not had to answer questions on the research they were doing along Lansing Station Rd and Algerine Rd last spring. They have not answered questions on the environmental impact of a new shaft or the extent of the mining operations along the lake. As a resident of Lansing Station Rd I hear the
sounds from the blasting on a regular basis. It wakes me at 4-5 am. I did not know this would be happening when I moved there in April 2015. What else does the public not know and how it will impact us in the present and the future.

I do not have knowledge of the criteria used to grant tax abatements. That criteria should be easily accessed. However I believe such money should be used in situations that bring in new and otherwise fragile businesses who cannot start up or continue on their own. This is not a small company. Cargill is one of the largest in the world with excellent profits, take a look at their web site even if you can’t view their financial information. It would seem that even if the local operation is “independent” there should be a resource for them to borrow from the parent company.

Cargill’s request appears to be needed because they have a legal issue with safety if they continue to mine at the distances they want to go. This is maintenance and needs a long range business plan. What is that plan and the rationale? They need to go to the parent company for help or to the banks.

The people in attendance at the hearing who made a case against the granting of the tax abatement did their homework. A lot of factual information and questions were raised but not answered.

Please pay attention to the facts, require and gather more information from applicants and those affected by these decisions as well as schedule hearings at convenient times for the public with more information available on the subject prior to these meetings.

Please be good stewards of public funds.

Thank you for considering my input into the tax abatement request from Cargill Deicing Technologies.

Maureen Cowen
699 Lansing Station Rd
Lansing, NY 14882
I will not be able to attend the Lansing hearing on Cargill’s request for a tax abatement, but I request that my comments be emailed to all IDA members and entered into the record.

Although I recognize the importance of the salt mine to the economy of our area, I believe the possibility that Cargill would abandon the mine if they fail to receive the abatement is remote. This is one of the largest salt mines in our nation, it has been highly profitable to them, and it is located in a prime area for sale of the product. Thus the implied threat that they would walk away from it does not sound credible.

In the unlikely event that Cargill would sell the mine to another corporation, the economic benefit to our economy would remain.

Equally improbable is any basis for concern that the project would be canceled without our tax abatement. The difference in the total cost of the $45 million project would be trivial to them, and there are sound economic advantages to Cargill for carrying it out, with or without the abatement.

Although the economic difference from the tax abatement to Cargill is trivial, it is not trivial to us as taxpayers. Tax abatements serve a useful purpose when properly employed, but they can be wasted money and an extra burden on taxpayers. Please investigate fully before deciding to honor Cargill’s request.

Elmer Ewing

1520 Slaterville Road
Ithaca NY 14850
Technical requirements needed to approve construction of Shaft #4 in the Cayuga Salt Mine, New York State

Authored by

Dr John K. Warren
Executive Summary

What drives significant instability at times of salt mine expansion is the unexpected intersection of zones holding substantial halite-undersaturated pore water volumes located in or immediately out-of-salt. Worse yet, is a hydro-logical connection scenario where the intersected zones possess high potential inflow rates and are connected to large reservoirs of halite-undersaturated pore waters. This is especially so when such unexpected pore waters are connected to the mine workings via open fracture porosity.

To date, the New York State authorities have not required of the mine operator appropriate technical data suitable to make a “best-practice” judgement on whether to grant permission to move forward with Shaft #4. Before a firm decision is made, the following set of documentation and studies should be required of the mine operators.

1) What is the geological situation ("stay in the salt") in the areas where an unknown and possibly significant volume of halite-undersaturated water is to be stored? If the proposed water storage area is such that the water volume is fully encased, and it will not weaken the strength of intervening salt pillars, or while stored, drive dissolution and connection with unexpected aquifers in adjacent “out-of-salt” positions, then such below-ground storage of pilot hole and shaft reaming inflows should be feasible.

2. What is the nature of the permeability and porosity in the aquifer level to be encountered at the Bertie-Oriskany levels during upward reaming of Shaft#4. This interval was sampled via cuttings, not core, in Corehole 18. At this stage, it is not known if the encountered aquifer poroPerm is held in a homogeneous medium or held in a highly inhomogenous host, as is typical of a fractured aquifer reservoir. If it is held in a homogenous bedded host, then the pump test already done to quantify entry rates and discussed in the CoreHole 18 report can be extrapolated reasonably well from the narrow borehole diameter to a 14-foot wide shaft. If the aquifer is fractured, then flow rates and aquifer interconnectedness have not been reliably quantified by pump tests in a narrow borehole. Unexpected water volumes may be encountered during upward reaming of Shaft 4.

3. What do the salt textures captured in the core from Corehole 18 indicate? The current description of salt textures in the RESPEC report does not define the nature of the various processes likely influencing the formation of various salt textures. Current salt sedimentology allows one to differentiate between tectonic, diagenetic and salt dissolution textures and breccias. Work on the publically-available core from the Himrod Mine shows all these textures are present in the salt layers in the Syracuse Fm; they are distinct and capable of being classified. Such a sedimentological study of the salt core in Corehole 18 would better refine the hydrological situation in the vicinity of Corehole 18 and if there is a possible hydrological connection already in existence between the top of salt and the overlying potential aquifers located in and above the Bertie Formation.

The further integration of the salt texture information derived from the core with the mineralogical information already measured in the wireline data run in corehole 18 would help to refine such a hydrological model, which could then be tied back to the current understanding of the mine geology and improve the utility of predictive ore quality models.
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Introduction

This report stems from a request for technical comments on the general suitability of the salt geology for the proposed sinking of a new shaft using upward reaming on the property of the Cayuga Salt Mine in New York State. Specifically, how would the known geology interact with the safe disposal of the waste and associated stability in existing underground mine workings? The request to SaltWork Consultants Pte Ltd invited Professor John Warren to be the report’s author due to his extensive experience in salt studies (www.saltworkconsultants.com). Dr Warren has more than 30 years expertise in all aspects of salt geology, both academic and applied. He has authored four advanced-level books on the topic of salt, as well as numerous papers in internationally-refereed scientific journals.

The report first documents the salt geology of the region, it then documents the Quaternary glacial history of Cayuga Lake and the Finger Lakes region. It focuses on how active deep aquifers currently flow beneath Lake Cayuga and the surrounds. The briny flows evolved in response to loading, driven by the waxing and waning of ice sheets atop the geology southward-dipping Phanerozoic geology of the region. The report then addresses the specifics of this highly saline geological evolution in terms of future mine stability and the storage of waste materials in worked-out regions of the salt mine.

Cargill’s need to commission Shaft 4

A new shaft is required for the safe operation of the Cayuga Salt Mine as the current working faces are located almost 4 miles north under the lake from the existing main access shaft (Figure 1). The current access situation is not only problematic regarding escape protocols, but also because the three existing shafts are now showing signs of age and likely water damage, corrosion and longterm salt heave. Having been in continuous operation since 1924 Cayuga salt mine it one of the older salt mines currently operating in the United States. The oldest salt mine in the US is extracting diapiric, not stratiform salt from Avery Island in the US Gulf Coast (Warren, in press).

Tompkins County

Cargill Salt is currently seeking permission to construct a new 14-foot diameter access shaft to be known as Shaft #4 (public notification published Sept 9, 2016, in the Ithaca Journal). Located at 1001 Ridge Road (St. Rte. 34B) in the Town of Lansing, Cayuga County, at an elevation ≈890 ft the site has a proposed surface extent of some 12.3 acres and is located some 3.9 miles north of Cargill’s current access shafts. The geology at this planned construction site is based cuttings and core recovered in a stratigraphic well known as Corehole 18 (RESPEC, 2013). Much of the geological detail in the vicinity of the proposed shaft comes from a reading of this RESPEC report by the author. It is assumed that Shaft 34 will be constructed in the vicinity of Corehole 18 (42.571830N, 76.582346W)

Shaft 4

The most likely method of shaft construction being considered by Cargill involves controlled upward stoping, beginning at the level of current subsurface mine workings and is known as raise boring (Liu and Meng, 2015). If chosen, this method involves installing

its use as a host lithology. Possible future problems are outlined and discussed in this report only in a general fashion. The matters raised can only be further addressed if specific detailed site geology documentation, currently unavailable to the author, is integrated into any possible future study. Additional relevant aspects of the regional salt geology of the Finger Lakes region are giving in an earlier scoping report (Warren 2015) and in Goodman et al., 2009, 2011, 2015 and in the references therein.

throughout the reading of this report, the reader should keep in mind that rock salt (which is mostly composed of the mineral halite –\( \text{NaCl} \)) is rock type with unusual physical properties. It possesses an extraordinary combination of high solubility in water, low shear strength and yet is largely impervious if left in an unaltered state in the subsurface. This unique combination of properties makes the mining of salt and the long-term stability of abandoned salt mines and solution wells a field of study with many features indigenous to the unusual nature of the exploited salt (See Warren 2016 and Warren, in press; copies of chapters 7 and 13 from Warren 2016 are available in the Endnote® database the accompanies the hi-res pdf version of this report).

that accompanies

The brief for this report is to focus specifically on what information is in the public realm related to the geology of the Salina Group salt and its relevance to decisions of
an initial 18-inch pilot hole to the mine level, and then attaching the reaming bit, which is then pulled upward to the surface to create the 18-foot opening for the final shaft construction (Figure 2). Both of these holes will be open to the mine level to allow any cuttings and fluids encountered to fall to the mine for removal.

The advantage of this construction method is that all waste and brine can be immediately removed into storage and disposal in mined out portions of the existing workings. The method is cost effective compared to a surface excavation of an access shaft downward, and has an additional advantage of no unsightly wastepile at the surface during construction. It further reduces costs as there is no need to dispose of any brine or other pumped subsurface fluids into surface storage facilities. Rather, any collected brine or brackish water can be moved directly into subsurface storage sumps located within older already worked parts of the mine.

The disadvantage of this construction method is that if the work encounters severe conditions during shaft construction, such as unexpectedly high volumes of water inflow are intercepted, or a loss of roof stability occurs, then it is a system that is not easily plugged or isolated. Roof control is not easily recovered without significant sub-roof damage. If the event is associated with high levels of water influx, there is a strong possibility of ultimate loss of existing underground facilities (see Retsof Mine case history). However, Cargill successfully used the same shaft construction method in building existing facilities to the south.

Cargill is proposing to integrate and store any aquifer leakage waters flowing into the shaft during and after construction (likely from intervals in and above the Bertie Formation), for consolidating fines that will be disposed of within regions of already mined residual panels. The plan will also utilise this stored groundwater for reduction of dust in active parts of the mine. To dispose of waste/water/brine generated during the construction of Shaft #4, a temporary sump will be constructed to collect pilot hole, construction, and shaft water. This water/brine then will be pumped to the U60 and U58 regions in the current mine for storage. In the proposed plan up to 75 gpm can be pumped and it is expected over the shaft construction period that...
some 5.5 million gallons will be generated. According to Cargill, regions U58 and U60 can accommodate over 13 million gallons of water without roofing or leakage.

**Dolomite**

The rate of brine inflow postulated to come mostly from or above the level of the Bertie Dolomite is based on pumping tests conducted after an unexpected aquifer was intersected during the drilling of Corehole 18 (RE-SPEC, 2013). This level in the stratigraphy is defined by a major regional unconformity (Figure 2). The known salinities of the inflow waters will make the collected undersaturated with respect to rock salt (halite). Possible effects on roof and pillar stability during the reservoiring significant volumes of undersaturated water underground are discussed later.

Corehole 18 identified a significant aquifer at approximately 1,490 ft bgs (below ground surface) in the Oriskany Sandstone with a flow rate that was estimated in the field at the time of drilling to be ten gpm (gallons per minute). However, the subsequent pumping test (after two pump failures) suggested that the sustained inflow rate into the borehole was approximately three gpm. Lower in the stratigraphy, in proximity to the mine’s current workings beneath the eastern uplands, the base of water can reasonably be expected to be at, or above, the base of the Bertie Group. Gas was observed in the Oriskany Sandstone at 1,505 ft bgs with an estimated production rate of approximately 13,300 cfd.

The proposed final reclamation plan states notes that when shaft 4 is decommissioned at some time in the future this will involve removal of any piping or operating systems from the shaft, injecting of a cementitious low-permeability flowable fill (nature of fill not further specified) that will permanently seal the shaft and will also require the filling the uppermost eight to ten feet of the shaft with a high-strength concrete plug. The surface facilities will remain to provide office and commercial facilities for future use. The reviewed additional life-of-mine area is 12.3 acres.

**Regional Salt Geology**

Salt in the Cayuga Lake region is currently extracted in solid form from the Cayuga salt mine mostly for road de-icing (see Cayuga Salt Mine). The salt source lies in variably dissolved and deformed beds of the Vernon

---

**Figure 2.** Raise Boring (upward-reaming) method of shaft construction and requirements to maximise stability and control during construction (after Liu and Meng, 2015)
Figure 3. Stratigraphic correlation panel showing how the rock unit names vary across the region, but the evaporitic Salina Group is regionally extensive (extracted from Ryder et al., 2007).
and Syracuse formations that together make up the Salina Group. The 416–418 million-year-old (Silurian) Salina Group extends from Michigan through upstate New York and into the Appalachians and south into Indiana (Figures 3, 4).

In the Michigan basin, the Salina Group reaches thickness greater than 2,500 feet (760 m) and consists dominantly of sub-horizontally bedded alternating carbonate rock and salt layers (Figure 3). Southward of the Michigan Basin the Salina Group lacks salts, becomes thinner

![Diagram of Syracuse Formation Thickness](image)

**Figure 4.** Distribution and thickness of salt in the Salina Group.

- **Figure 5.** Stratigraphy (rock unit names) used to describe salt units in New York State and surrounds, along with a listing of targeted salt intervals in former and current mining or brine well operations across the region (after Tomastik, 1997). Insert gives the correlation of the regional stratigraphy to units used in the Cayuga Mine.
(both depositionally and erosionally), and extends into a roughly wedge-shaped unit ranging in thickness from 500 feet (150 m) (northeastern Indiana) to as little as 50 feet (15 m) (central Indiana). To the east of the thick Salina salts in the Michigan basin, the Salina Group transition into the more structurally-deformed Appalachian Basin (Figure 4), it retains its salt units and in total thickness can exceed 1250 ft (380 m), but individual salt unit thicknesses are more variable (Figures 5).

Depth to top of the Salina Group in the Appalachian Basin ranges from 0 along the outcrop in New York and western Ohio to more than 9,000 ft (2,740 m) deep in the centre of the Appalachian depositional basin. The top of the Salina Group ranges from about 1,400 ft (430 m) beneath the shore of Lake Erie to more than 10,000 ft (3,050 m) below sea level in the vicinity of Muncy, Lycoming County. The Salina Group ranges in thickness from about 300 ft (90 m) in Erie County to over 2,200 ft (670 m) in Lycoming County, PA.

Figure 6. Beds of the Salina Group (including salt layers) dip or deepen to the south, as shown in: A) the stratigraphic cross section and B) a regional seismic line - this line was published without a position or a scale to maintain commercial confidentiality. As the beds of the Salina group approach the surface the total thickness of the unit lessens, likely due to the natural dissolution of the salt layers. This implies there is a natural supply of brine to the shallow parts of the stratigraphy (base images extracted from Smith et al., 2005).
m) in north-central Pennsylvania in Tioga and Bradford Counties (Figure 3). Salt beds in the Salina Group can occur in both the Syracuse and Vernon formations and so are informally termed the Cayugan salts.

All beds in the region of Cayuga Lake show a consistent gentle southerly dip, as seen in the stratigraphic cross section and the north-south seismic line illustrated in Figure 6. This section has a high vertical exaggeration so the beds appear to deepen steeply. This is a standard geological presentation construct, designed to give the viewer maximum visibility of the various rock units and layers that make up the stratigraphy. Actual dip angles in true scale are much less, and beds would appear much thinner in a true-scale section.

What is interesting in the seismic line is the overall thinning in the strata of the Salina Group as the salt beds approach the surface. This is typical of dipping salt beds worldwide and is a direct indication of the dissolution of the salt layers as they get shallower and come into contact with crossflowing undersaturated groundwaters (Warren, 2016; Chapter 7). This geometry implies that the salt at shallower levels beneath the Seneca Lake region is naturally supplying brines to the aquifer system. At deeper levels, the amount of natural dissolution is far less, and the salt in the Salina Group maintains its integrity and overall thickness. This is likely one of the reasons why not all of the salt layers are present in the Salina Group at shallower depths, and one of the main cause of changes in bed thickness at shallower levels (Goodman et al., 2011). The other is deformation related to regional tectonics. Salt dissolution is why any study of the suitability of the salt beds for mining or gas storage in the Finger Lakes will show salt character improves to the south as the salt deepens and is less susceptible to groundwater induced dissolution.

Groundwater dissolution means individual layers and overall salt thickness increase in a southerly direction and why there is a widespread reservoir of dissolution-derived brine beneath and adjacent to the Onondaga Escarpment.

In the past, brine wells drilled to extract a brine feedstock have exploited this brine reservoir (Goodman et al., 2010). Many caverns were created during this time of “wild brining” in the 1800s were allowed to expand uncontrollably and to transect a number of intrasalt beds. Operators continued to operate the brine well as long as the well continued to supply a brine-stock. Once a salt cavern roof was breached (out-of-salt situation) and lost seal integrity, the resultant roof collapse led to a loss of brine well control, so the well was abandoned, and a new brine well was drilled nearby. Since the 1960s, maintenance of solution brine well integrity and minimisation of roof collapse became the aim of most brinefield operators, with the exception of wild-brine well operations in the former Soviet Union and its satellite states (Warren 2016, Chapter 13).

The practice of uncontrolled brinefield expansion and consequent well abandonment has led to later problems atop former brine fields. Worldwide, some brinefield salt cavities, once out of the salt, continued to expand for decades after the causative well was abandoned. Cavities became so large they stoped to the surface to become collapse dolines, with associated loss of life and property (see Warren, 2016; Chapter 13 for case histories). A problem with salt cavity-related collapse and groundwater contamination associated with stoping caverns is that they may not become obvious until many decades after brine or salt extraction operations have ceased. Complete removal of salt layers by uncontrolled brinefield operations in the early part of last century led to the current problems with mud boils in Tully Valley, Onondaga County, New York (Kappel et al., 1996).

Across New York State the buried salt layers in the Salina Group range in purity and thickness, along with the number of intrasalt beds. Targeted layers are ideally more than 95% pure NaCl. Regionally the salt beds beneath New York State contain higher proportions of impurities than their lithostratigraphic equivalents in the Michigan Basin. Salt layers in the Michigan and Appalachian basins are separated by shales and fractured dolomites and variably capped by a unit with abundant anhydrite (CaSO₄), which in combination are locally described as the Bertie Formation or the Bertie Group (Figure 5).
Figure 7 Wireline character of the Syracuse Formation. A) Wireline interpretation of salt interval in Venice View Dairy well, with intervals selected to demonstrate wireline determinants of mineralogy (Base log image extracted from Smith et al., 2005). B) Salt correlation panel based on wireline log measures in three wells located south of Cayuga Lake (base images extracted from Smith et al., 2005).
The lateral and vertical extent of impurities and thickness of salt intrabeds south of the Cayuga Lake region is given in published examples of wireline log data, as in Figure 7a, b. Wireline logs are geophysical measurements of rock properties in a wellbore. They are measured by a string of tools lowered on a cable (or wire) into a wellbore and then raised to the surface at a constant rate of rising, as measurements of rock properties are made.

The gamma log measures natural radioactivity in the rock, values tend to be high in shales and low in salt and carbonates (limestones and dolomites) that lack impurities. The density log measures electron density and converts it to equivalent rock densities. Anhydrite has a characteristic high-density value around 3, halite is around 2, while the densities of the other rock types vary according to porosities and matrix constituents. The neutron log measures hydrogen content. When the neutron log and density logs are overlain on a standardised scale, as done in Figure 7a, then regions where the two trackways overlap indicates a likely limestone, some separation indicates dolomite, while a broader separation of tracks indicates shale. A reversal of the dolomite and shale overlap direction indicates a likely sandstone. Wireline interpretation techniques are used to better understand lithology throughout the oil industry and is increasingly in use by the mining industry. Wireline interpretation minimises the need to collect core, which is an expensive process. However, cores preserve rock textures indicative of strength properties and vectors that need to be understood for reliable and safe mining practice.

Figure 7b is an example of the use of the wireline data to correlate the extent of the salt and nonsalt intervals between three wells south of Cayuga Lake. It clearly shows that the salt thickness is not consistent between wells and that the amount and thickness of nonsalt beds vary between wells. The diagram is drawn with the intent of maximising a bed-parallel correlation of intrasalt units between the various wells. There is no control on the orientation of the beds between the wells other than an assumption that the intrasalt beds are aligned sub-horizontally. This is standard geological practice in the oil industry. However, regional observations as seen in published seismic and public-domain core and mine-based observations (detailed in Warren 2015) all suggest intrabed extents and dips within the Cayugan salt are far less predictable than such highly interpretive correlation panels suggest. A comprehensive suite of logs was collected in the drilling of Corehole 18 and paper copies of the log outputs are in the public domain as part of the contents of the RESPEC (2013) report.

The seismic line illustrated in Figure 8 shows the Salina Group geometry in the vicinity of a fault zone and how the salt body it carries can show substantial thickness changes, especially in zones of tectonic disturbance and deformation. This is clearly unlike the evenly-bedded near-constant-thickness salt layers that typify salt occurrences in the Michigan Basin. The salt in the Salina Group is its current eastern extent beneath New York State and Pennsylvania is variably deformed, with resulting thickness changes in individual salt layers (as can be seen locally in the Cayuga Mine; Prucha, 1968 and discussed further in next section of this report). This deformed region includes strata beneath the Fingers Lake region, as indicated by the shaded rectangle in Figure 8.

Thus, the salt beds of the Seneca Lake region and its surrounds are intensely folded into a series of local east-west anticlines and synclines, with elevation differences of more than tens of feet from crest to crest in local folds in the Cayuga mine area (Jacoby, 1963). However, as the published seismic shows, there are much greater lateral thickness changes in the salt across faulted regions, and it is likely that some of these faults have locally penetrated the Salina Group (Figure 8).

Regionally, as first expressed by Gwinn (1964), the various anticlines in the Finger Lake region, and regions further south, are the principal products of halokinetic deformation. The various salt-cored anticlines and synclines (including the Firtree Anticline which transects Lake Cayuga in the vicinity of the Salt mine - Prucha, 1968) extend downward to the décollement (slippage) surface near the base of the salt layers in the Salina Group. Currently, a dip slightly in excess of 1° is present at the base of the Salina Group; this is true from the vicinity of the Finger Lakes region to the structural front of the collision belt at the Muncy anticline in Sullivan County, Pennsylvania. In this distance of approximately 85 miles, the base of the Salina Group drops from 1,000 ft below sea level near Himrod, New York, to more than 10,000 ft below sea level west of the Muncy anticline.
Down this incline, sliding of post-salt beds likely formed the salt-core anticlines, with characteristically over-steepened and thrust-faulted south-east limbs (Figure 8; Frey, 1973). This leads to the contrast in deformation style seen in Figure 8. Above the base of salt, the beds are folded and deformed, while below the base of salt the beds are gently dipping. Hence, salt and incompetent shales in the Salina Group have flowed plastically during regional tectonic events in the Mesozoic era. This gives rise not only to the intense folding in and above the salt level but also to faulting of the salt and supra-salt section (Figure 8a).

The upper surface of the salt and its overlying sediments in the vicinity of Cayuga and Seneca lakes are characterised by broad, east-west synclines and anticlines, with axes paralleling the sharp folds and salt-cored deformation zones in the underlying evaporites. In contrast, beds below the décollement or slippage layer near the base of salt are not folded. This structural contrast, in combination with ongoing natural salt dissolution in the shallower regions, and an earlier episode of dissolution tied to the Alleghanian Orogeny explains why the wedge-shaped plate of post-salt rocks thins from about 12,000 ft thick near the structural front to less than 2,000 ft in the Cayuga Rocksalt Mine (Frey, 1973; Harrison et al., 2004). Based on a regional study of fault trends and seismic events in New York State, Jacobi (2002) concluded, "...It thus appears that not only are there more faults than previously suspected in NYS, but also, many of these faults are seismically active..." This question of ongoing fault activity should be addressed in terms of mine expansion toward the north of the current operational area of the Cayuga Salt Mine and we shall return to it once we have discussed the nature of the brine hydrology within its evolving Quaternary glacial-interglacial context.
The Finger Lakes of central New York State consist of 11 elongate, glacially scoured lake basins (Mullins et al., 1996). Located south of Lake Ontario (Figure 9a) along the northern margin of the glaciated Appalachian Plateau, the Finger Lakes have been eroded into undeformed, but well-jointed, Devonian sedimentary rocks (chiefly shale) that dip gently to the south-southwest. The seven larger, eastern Finger Lakes (Otisco, Skaneateles, Owasco, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Canandaigua) form a radiating pattern that projects northward into the eastern basin of Lake Ontario, whereas the four smaller, western Finger Lakes (Honeoye, Canadice, Hemlock, Conesus) project northward to a point near the city of Rochester (Figure 9a). The lakes vary considerably in size, ranging in length from 5 to 61 km, in lake-water elevation from 116 to 334 m, and in maximum water depth from 9 to 186 m (Table 1). Lakes Cayuga (133 m, 435 feet) and Seneca (188 m, 618 feet) are among the deepest lakes in the United States, with bottoms well below current sea level. The lakes are also the longest of the Finger Lakes, though neither’s width exceeds 5.6 km (3.5 miles); Lake Cayuga is 61 km (38.1 miles) long with a surface area of 172 km² (66.4 square miles), while Seneca at 175 km² (66.9 square miles) is the largest of the lakes in of water surface area (Table 1). Glacially-driven sub-ice base erosion was most intense beneath Seneca and Cayuga lakes, where maximum depths to bedrock are 304 m and 249 m below sea level, respectively. The ice-retreat model currently used to explain the formation and filling of the various Finger Lakes is illustrated in Figure 9c (Mullins et al., 1989, 1996). North of the Finger Lakes, is the Ontario Lowland characterised by an extensive drumlin field and an elaborate system of meltwater channels including Montezuma wetlands north of Cayuga Lake (Figure 9a, b). The uplands between the Finger Lakes are covered by a thin layer of till with a series of distinct chevron-shaped till moraines (Figure 9b), which become more laterally continuous to the north. Immediately south of the Finger Lake basins, and restricted to the valleys, are kame moraines (Figure 9a) collectively referred to as the Valley Heads Moraine. The Valley Heads kame moraines are thick (locally >200m in the deeper parts of the lake valley fill) and are permeable accumulations of largely coarse-grained, water-laid drift (Figure 10a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lake</th>
<th>Length (km)</th>
<th>Width (km)</th>
<th>Elevation (m msl)</th>
<th>Water volume (10⁶ m³)</th>
<th>Surface area (SA) (km²)</th>
<th>Drainage area (DA) (km²)</th>
<th>DA/SA</th>
<th>Maximum depth (m)</th>
<th>Max sedt. thickness (m)</th>
<th>Erosion below lake level (m)</th>
<th>Erosion rel. sea level (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conesus</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemlock</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadice</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeoye</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canandaigua</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>1,640</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keuka</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>1,434</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seneca</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>15,540</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>1,181</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>-306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayuga</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>9,379</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1,870</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>-242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owasco</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skaneateles</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>1,563</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>140+</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Finger lake dimensions, sediment fill, glacial scour depths and water volume statistics (after Mullins et al. 1996) See figure 9a for lake locations

Quaternary Geology of the Finger Lakes region of New York State.

The Finger Lakes of central New York State consist of 11 elongate, glacially scoured lake basins Mullins et al., 1996). Located south of Lake Ontario (Figure 9a) along the northern margin of the glaciated Appalachian Plateau, the Finger Lakes have been eroded into undeformed, but well-jointed, Devonian sedimentary rocks (chiefly shale) that dip gently to the south-southwest. The seven larger, eastern Finger Lakes (Otisco, Skaneateles, Owasco, Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Canandaigua) form a radiating pattern that projects northward into the eastern basin of Lake Ontario, whereas the four smaller, western Finger Lakes (Honeoye, Canadice, Hemlock, Conesus) project northward to a point near the city of Rochester (Figure 9a). The lakes vary considerably in size, ranging in length from 5 to 61 km, in lake-water elevation from 116 to 334 m, and in maximum water depth from 9 to 186 m (Table 1). Lakes Cayuga (133 m, 435 feet) and Seneca (188 m, 618 feet) are among the deepest lakes in the United States, with bottoms well below current sea level. They are also the longest of the Finger Lakes, though neither’s width exceeds 5.6 km (3.5 miles); Lake Cayuga is 61 km (38.1 miles) long with a surface area of 172 km² (66.4 square miles), while Seneca at 175 km² (66.9 square miles) is the largest of the lakes in of water surface area (Table 1). Glacially-driven sub-ice base erosion was most intense beneath Seneca and Cayuga lakes, where maximum depths to bedrock are 304 m and 249 m below sea level, respectively. The ice-retreat model currently used to explain the formation and filling of the various Finger Lakes is illustrated in Figure 9c (Mullins et al., 1989, 1996).

Hydrology of the Cayuga Lake region

Deep subsurface brine hydrology and hydrochemistry in the Cayuga Lake region is strongly influenced by a combination of two process sets: 1) longer-term ongoing deeper salt unit dissolution and natural aquifer salinization and, 2) a shallower set of hydraulic flow reversals responding to pressurization changes driven by loading and unloading fluctuations, in response to the to and fro and ultimate retreat of Late Quaternary ice sheets (Laurentide sheet; Goodman et al., 2011).

The two process sets are now discussed and then their significance outlined in terms of depths of associated induced brine permeability and implications for possible aquifer connection between deep saline aquifers and shallower fresh water units.
Saline aquifers and glacial drivers of fluid entry

Worldwide, wherever bedded or halokinetic salt approaches the land surface it dissolves and, unless in an extremely arid region, the salt unit rarely makes it to the surface (Warren, 2016). Accordingly, regions of salt sub-crop are typically characterised by saline groundwaters and suprasalt depressions in the landscape, with adjacent ridges composed of less soluble sediments such as limestones or sandstones. This is the case where the Silurian Saline Group saline sediments subcrop downdip of the Onondaga escarpment, which is located immediately north of the Finger Lakes region (Figure 11; Goodman et al., 2011).
This region of saline groundwaters, created by Salina salt unit dissolution, and accessible by the brine technologies of the time defines the area where salt was manufactured from various natural salt springs and shallow wells, beginning in the 1790s and ongoing throughout the 1800s (Merrill et al., 1893)

Work by Goodman et al. (2011) described the brine aquifer of this region as being of likely glacial origin and associated with down dip salt dissolution. The system is situated in the up-dip portions of the Silurian Salina Group subcrop belt, south of the historical salt manufacturing centre at Montezuma, Cayuga County, New York (Figure 11). Well completion records report saline formation water in the interbedded shale, carbonate and salt sequence. If accurately reported, fluid emplacement in these strata was not vertical driven; rather an iceweight-induced lateral down-dip migration is required to emplace undersaturated fluid beneath and between partially intact salt beds which acted as aquitards or aquicludes. Increased hydraulic gradients imposed by glacial ice during the Pleistocene Epoch likely promoted enhanced, southward-directed downward fluid flow along bedding-parallel transmissive horizons within the Salina Group. Such saline fluids of variable salinity are reported in Salina Group strata to subsurface depths of about 1,500 feet. At more substantial depths, most Salina Group strata do not flow water. These hydrogeological patterns are in conflict with a Tothian model of basin-scale fluid flow that requires meteoric recharge (rain and snow-melt) in the Appalachian Plateau (Southern Tier) Province of western New York to infiltrate as deeply as the Salina Group salts before migrating northward and discharging as brine in the Lake Ontario Plain. Instead, water-bearing Salina Group strata are restricted to a belt approximately 18 miles south of, and parallel to, the Onondaga Escarpment. Hence, the saline aquifer, referred to herein as the Montezuma Brine Aquifer System (MBAS), more likely owes its origin to Pleistocene paleohydrological processes that affected the escarpment.
During the period of Pleistocene glacial advance, the MBAS was mainly closed-ended along its southern boundary, i.e. the aquifer had no discharge zone but maintained its high salinity by dissolving the upper and lower edges of the southward-dipping salt beds. Recharging sub-glacial meltwater simply may have infiltrated further down-dip through bedding-parallel transmissive zones and remained in storage maintained in position by the ice loaf at its up-dip end. The term “pocket” aquifer is proposed for this type of closed-ended, glacio-hydrogeological system.

Following glacial retreat, the steepened, southward-directed hydraulic gradient dissipated, and the source of cold water recharge was removed. Thus, according to the glacial pocket aquifer hypothesis, the Salina Group outcrop belt changed behaviour over time from a Pleistocene recharge zone to a Holocene discharge zone. Today, the Salina Group outcrop belt is populated by brine springs, confirming its status as a discharge zone for the modern MBAS.

In proximity to the Onondaga Escarpment, a localised, shallow subsurface, topographically controlled flow system contains fresh water. The saline water in the deeper subsurface MBAS is likely driven up-dip to the line of saline springs by a gradual release of residual Pleistocene fluid pressure. Fresh water and saline water springs can be closely juxtaposed, and the waters from the shallow and deeper flow systems likely mix in many areas along the southern margin of the Lake Ontario Plain.

According to Goodman et al. (2011), the presence of brine in subsurface Salina Group strata south of the Onondaga Escarpment in western New York is commonly reported in the vintage scientific literature. Hence, the saline aquifer system is likely more extensive than the Seneca and Cayuga Lake valleys near Montezuma. Nineteenth-century descriptions of salt wells in Wyoming, Livingston, Genesee, Erie and Cattaraugus Counties indicate artesian brine conditions in a zone parallel to, and south of, the up-dip terminus of the salt beds in the Salina Group. The salt beds are preserved just south of the Onondaga Escarpment beneath much of western New York. North of the escarpment, the Salina...
Group strata are so shallow in the subsurface that they are thoroughly leached by actively circulating ground-water, and the salt beds have been fully dissolved.

This ice-load driven flow of brine in and out of beds in contact with the fluctuating edges of glacial ice sheets does not just occur in the Finger Lakes region, but also occurs in fractures in hard-rock (granite and granodiorite) terrains in the cratonic shield regions of Canada, Greenland and Antarctica where it drives seawater-derived brines into the craton to depths of 1 km or more (Figure 12; Warren, 2016, Chapter 8; Starinsky and Katz, 2003). In such cases the load induced by a kilometre or more of ice cover drove additional fracturing in the underlying strata. This mechanism drives fluid entry further into rock areas that would otherwise be impermeable.

What makes the Finger Lakes region unique in terms of its ice-load driven hydrology is the fact that the brine entry is penetrating and dissolving a set of soluble sediments (dissolving salt layers separated by the carbonate and shale aquifers). This is somewhat different the more commonly invoked sea-edge ice sheet setting driving brine entry (Figure 12). This style ice sheet loading enhancing salt bed dissolution is active along the northern end of Lake Cayuga and explains the complete disappearance of shallower salt beds in the northern part of the subsurface geology beneath Lake Cayuga (Figure 11). Ice sheet loading may also have enhanced fracturing of intrasalt carbonate beds and perhaps driven a degree of recent salt flow in regions of significant local differences in salt thickness. These thickness differences were originally due to earlier folding and deformation (Warren, 2016; Chapter 6 for a summary of the physics of salt deformation).

Salt mine problems due unforeseen water entry
Salt mining is usually safe and predictable. However, there are some situations, illustrated by the following case histories (that are relevant to the Cayuga mine situation. We shall consider three, namely: 1) loss Retsof Mine, 2) the Lake Pegnieur and 3) Patience Lake potash mine. All three mines were lost to flooding due to mine working intersection unexpected aquifer system. (See Warren 2016, chapter 13 for other examples).

of unexpected aquifer systems
Retsof Mine, New York State, USA
The 1994 flooding of the Retsof Mine, New York State USA, took place over a period of weeks. Before abandonment, the 24 km2 area of subsurface workings made it the largest underground salt mine in the USA and the second largest in the world (Figures 13, 14). The mine had been in operation since 1885, exploiting the Silurian Salina Salt and each year it produced a little over 3 million tons of halite. It supplied more than 50% of the total volume of salt used to de-ice roads across
The eventual loss of the Retsof Salt Mine began in the early morning hours of March 12, 1994, with a magnitude 3.6 earthquake. The quake was caused by the catastrophic breakdown of a small mine pillar and panel section some 340 metres below the surface and was accompanied by the surface collapse of an area atop the mine that was some 180 by 180 metres across and 10 metres deep. This all occurred at the southern end of the mine near the town of Cuylerville. A month later, on April 18, an adjacent mine room collapsed to form a second collapse crater (Figure 13). The initial March 12 collapse in the mine was accompanied by an inrush of brine and gas (methane) and by a sustained intense inflow of water at rates in excess of 70 m³/min, via the overlying now fractured limestone back (Gowan and Trader, 1999).

In a little more than a month, two steep-sided circular collapse features, some 100 metres apart, had indented the landscape above the two collapsed mine rooms (Figure 14). The northernmost feature, which was more than...
200 metres across, included a central area that was about 60 metres wide and had subsided about 6 to 10 metres. The southernmost feature, which was about 270 metres in diameter, included a central area that was about 200 metres wide and had subsided about 20 metres (Figure 13). Fractures extending up from the broken mine back created hydraulic connections between aquifers, which previously had been isolated from each and so provided new high volume flow routes for rapid migration of perched groundwaters into the mine level.

Water flooded the mine at rates that eventually exceeded 60,000 litres per minute and could not be controlled by pumping or in-mine grouting. Within weeks the entire mine was flooded. Associated aquifer drawdown caused inadequate water supply to a number of local wells in the months following the collapse; some dried up (Figure 14; Tepper et al., 1997). Aside from the loss of the mine and its effect on the local economy, other adverse effects included abandonment of four homes, damage to other homes (some as much as 1.5 kilometres from the sinkholes), the loss of a major highway and bridge, loss of water wells and prohibition of public access to the collapse area. Land subsidence, possibly related to compaction induced by aquifer drainage to the mine, even occurred near the town of Mt. Morris some 3 miles southwest of the collapse area.

Post-mortem examination of closure data from the two failed mine panels showed an anomalous buildup of fluid pressure above the panels in the period leading up to their collapse. The initial influx of brine and gas following the first collapse coincided with the relief of this excess pressure. Gowan and Trader (1999) demonstrated the existence of pre-collapse pressurised brine cavities and gas pools above the panels and related them to nineteenth-century solution mining operations. They also documented widespread natural gas and brine pools within Unit D of the Syracuse Formation approximately 160 ft above the mined horizon in the Retsof Mine. The satellite image also shows the collapse occurred along the landscape low that was the Beard Creek valley (Figure 13). Brine accumulations apparently formed in natural sinks, long before solution mining began in the valley, driven by the natural circulation and accumulation of meteoric waters along vertical discontinuities, which connected zones of dissolving salt to overlying fresh water aquifers. Subsequent work by Gowan and Trader (2003) showed that daylighting sinkholes were formed by the down-dropping of the bedrock and glacial sediments into voids created by the dissolution of salt and the slaking of salt-bearing shale upon exposure to fresh water.

![Figure 15. Stratigraphic section depicting rubble chimney above collapsed room in Retsof salt mine, Livingston County, N.Y. Also shown are the main aquifers that facilitated water influx into the flooding mine (inflow also drained natural and artificial brine filled solution cavities in the stratigraphic levels above the working mine level (after Yager et al., 2009))](image-url)
This collapse took place in a salt-glacial scour stratigraphy and hydrology near identical to that in the Cayuga Mine region. In this context, it is of interest to note that there are a number of documented plugged and abandoned brine wells located in the vicinity of the Cayuga Mine that were drilled from the 1890s to the 1970s. Figure 1b plots the positions of these known wells.

One wonders if there are older undocumented wells on the eastern lakeshore located in areas where the salt brine target was shallower further north. Such undocumented brine wells would likely have been sited near the lake shore to facilitate the transport of the brine product. Current salt mining below the lake avoids the possibility of intersecting solution cavities associated with any such undocumented old brine wells. But, the drive needed to position the pilot hole for shaft #4 will transect a salt region that may have been solution-mined more than a century ago. A seismic or a less disruptive “mini-sosie” survey should be undertaken to identify any possible solution cavities in the region that will connect the current workings to the Shaft #4 pilot hole.

Lake Peigneur, Jefferson Island, Louisiana
On November 20, 1980, one of the most spectacular sinkhole events associated with oilwell drilling occurred atop the Jefferson Island dome. On that day Lake Peigneur disappeared as it drained into the workings of the underlying Jefferson Island salt mine. In a few hours a collapse sinkhole, some 0.91 km² in area, had daylighted in the southeast portion of the lake (Figures 16, 17; Autin, 1984, 2002; Warren, 2016). In the 12 hours following the first intersection of the drill hole with the mine workings, the underlying mine was completely flooded, and Lake Peigneur was completely drained.

Drainage and collapse of the lake began when a Texaco oilrig, drilling from a pontoon in the lake, breached an unused section of the salt mine some 1000 feet (350 meters) below the lake floor (Figure 17). Witnesses working below ground described how a wave of water instantly filled an old sump in the mine measuring some 200 feet across and 24 feet deep. This old sump was in contact with a zone of anomalous “black” salt (a boundary shear zone - see Warren, in press, for further discussion of black salt anomalies). The volume of suprasalt floodwater engulfling the mine corridors couldn’t be drained by the available pumps. Some 23-28 million m³ of salt were extracted during the preceding 58 years of mine life. The rapid flush of lake water into the mine, probably augmented by the drainage of natural solution cavities in adjacent anomalous salt zones and associated collapse grabens beneath the lake floor, meant landslides and mudflows developed along the perimeter of the overlying Peigneur sinkhole, so that post flooding the lake was enlarged by 28 ha.

With water filling the mine workings, the surface entry hole in the floor of Lake Peigneur quickly grew into a half-mile-wide crater. Eyewitnesses all agreed that the lake drained like a giant unplugged bathtub—taking with it trees, two oil rigs (worth more than $5 million), eleven barges, a tugboat and a sizeable part of the Live Oak Botanical Garden. The drained lake didn’t stay dry for long, within two days it was refilled to its normal level by Gulf of Mexico waters flowing backwards into the lake depression through a connecting bayou (Delcambre Canal, aka Carline Bayou) forming what was a short-term waterfall with the highest drop in the State of Louisiana. Associated ground movement and subsidence left one former lake-front house aslant under 12 feet of water (Autin, 1984).

The Peigneur - Jefferson Mine disaster had wider resource implications as it detrimentally affected the profitability of other salt mines in the Five Islands region (Autin, 2002). Even as the legal and political battles at Lake Peigneur subsided, safe mining operations at the nearby Belle Isle salt mine came into contention with public perceptions questioning the structural integrity

Figure 16. Lake Peigneur, Louisiana (scale ©Bing image mounted in ©MapInfo) see also Warren 2016.
of the mine roof. During ongoing operations, horizontal stress on the mineshaft near the level where the Louann Salt contacts the overlying Pleistocene Prairie Complex across a zone of anomalous salt-de fined aquifer proximity had caused some mine shaft deterioration and salt leakage. Broad ground subsidence over the mine area was well documented and monitored, as was near continuous groundwater leakage into the mine workings. The Peigneur disaster meant an increased perception of continued difficulty with mine operations and an increased risk of catastrophic collapse related to salt anomaly intersections was considered a distinct possibility. In 1985, a controlled flooding of the Belle Isle Salt Mine was completed, as part of a safe closure plan.

Subsidence over the nearby Avery Island salt mine (operated by Cargill Salt) has been monitored since 1986 when small bead-shaped sinkholes were initially noticed in the above mine region. Subsidence monitoring post-1986 defined a broad area of bowl-shaped subsidence, within associated areas of gully erosion, likely underlain by BSZ’s (Autin, 2002). Avery mine is today the oldest operating salt mine in the United States and has been in continual safe operation since the American Civil War. After the Lake Peigneur disaster, the mine underwent a major reconstruction and an improved safety workover. Subsidence is still occurring today along the active mine edge, which coincides with a topographic saddle above an anomalous salt zone, which is located inside the mined salt area. At times, ground water has seeped into the mine, and there are a number of known soil-gas anomalies and solution dolines on the island above but not in contact the mine. These are natural features that predate mining and are continually monitored.

Much of the subsidence on Avery Island is a natural process as differential subsidence occurs atop any shallow salt structure with the associated creation of zones of anomalous salt (Warren, 2016, Chapter 7). Dating of middens and human artefacts around salt-solution induced, water-filled depressions atop the dome, shows dissolution-induced subsidence is a natural process, as are short episodes of catastrophic lake floor collapse, slumping and the creation of water-filled suprasalt dolines (circular lakes). Such landscape events and their sedimentary signatures have histories that extend back well beyond the 3,000 years of human occupation documented on Avery Island (Autin, 2002).

What the Peigneur-Jefferson Island collapse illustrates, once again, is how an unexpected water breach can have disasters effects on a safely operating salt mine. In this case, the mine operation was not to blame, but the volume of breach waters was probably augmented by the proximity of some parts of the no-longer-active areas in the mine workings to anomalous salt zones.
and natural brine-filled solution cavities within salt boundary positions.

**Patience Lake Potash Mine flood**

In the 1970s the Patience Lake potash mine operation, located on the eastern outskirts of Saskatoon, Canada, encountered open fractures tied to a natural collapse structure. Grouting managed to control the inflow and mining continued. Then, in January of 1986, the rate of water inflow began to increase dramatically from the same fractured interval (Figure 18; Gendzwill and Martin 1996).

At its worst, the fractures associated with the structure and cutting across the bedded ore zones were leaking 75 m³/min (680,000 bbl/day) of water into the mine. The water was traced back to the overlying Cretaceous Mannville and possibly the Duperow formations. Finally, in January 1987 the mine was abandoned. It took another six months for the mine to fill with water. Subsequent seismic shot over the offending structure suggested that the actual collapse wasn’t even penetrated; the mine had merely intersected a fracture within a marginal zone of partial collapse (Gendzwill and Martin 1996).

Part of the problem was that the water was undersaturated and quickly weakened pillars and supports, so compromising the structural integrity of the workings. The unexpected intersection of one simple fracture system resulted in the loss of a billion dollar conventional potash mine. Patience Lake mine now operates as a cryogenic solution mine by pumping warm KCl-rich brine from the flooded mine workings to the surface. Harvesting of the ponds takes place during winter after cryogenic precipitation of sylvite in the at-surface potash ponds (Fig. 19).

Unlike the Patience Lake Mine flood, there was a similar episode of water inflow in the nearby Rocanville Potash Mine. But there a combination of grouting and bulkhead emplacement in succeeded in sealing off the inflow, thus saving the mine (see Warren 2016 for detail). Unlike Patience Lake, the brine from the breached structure in Rocanville was halite-saturated, so limiting the amount of dissolution damage in the mine walls. Different outcomes between the loss of the Patience Lake Mine and recovery from unexpected flooding in the Rocanville Mine likely reflects the difference between intersecting a natural brine-filled dissolution chimney that had made its way to the Cretaceous landsurface and is now overlain by a wide-draining set of aquifer sediments, versus crossing a blind dissolution chimney in a saline Devonian sediment surround that never broke out at the Cretaceous landsurface. Understanding the nature of the potential hydrological drainages and water source is a significant factor in controlling unexpected water during any mine expansion.

![Figure 18. Sequence of events controlling the flooding of the Patience Lake Mine (after Gendzwill and Martin, 1996).](image-url)
Implications for the Cayuga Salt Mine expansion

The supreme rule for safe, conventional salt mining in bedded and halokinetic ore hosts is “stay in the salt” (Figure 20). Problem areas encountered in most halite and potash mines are related to thinning or disappearing salt-ore seams, usually in zones showing evidence of water-related dissolution and solution collapse. In other words, problems tend to occur when there is an unexpected intersection with a precinct of anomalous salt features (Woods, 1979; Boys, 1990, 1993; Warren, 2016). Uncontrollable water inflow is the greatest threat to any operating salt/potash mine in both bedded and halokinetic ore hosts, as can be seen in the previous case histories and numerous other examples, as detailed in Warren 2016; Chapter 13.

“Stay in the salt”

As the Cayuga Mine operating face steadily moves further north below Lake Cayuga, the possibility of approaching a sub-lake aquifer increases. This should generate caution in terms mine planning and possible challenges if ongoing operations place parts of the salt mine workings in a condition of aquifer proximity. The same caution should also be considered to be an integral part of the approval process for construction of Shaft 4, which will involve the excavation of a drive across some lateral distance between an existing portion of the mine workings and the base of the construction site for the pilot hole that will ultimately evolve into shaft 4 (Figure 11).

Current discussion of the geological conditions in the vicinity of Shaft 4 and clarification requests from New York authorities do not deal with the fact that the floor of the deep glacial scour channel, defining the base of the water-filled glacial sediments beneath Lake Cayuga and its overlying water column, has been downcut to depths greater than 300 m below the lake water surface. This is a conservative downcut estimate as Mullins et al. (1996) document a maximum scour depth of 358 m in the Lake Cayuga erosional valley (position indicated by the black circle in Figure 10c). The documented level of glacial scour and fill geology is presented as Figure 10b (after Mullins et al., 1996).

The likely vertical distance of separation between top of salt and the lowest scour position of the glacial valley trace (thalweg) beneath the central portions of Cayuga Lake is possibly as little as 150-200 m (see calculation inset in Figure 11). This aquifer-to-salt separation is less than normally considered a safe separation from a potential fresh-water aquifer. A minimum vertical distance of 200 metres+ is considered necessary if the possibility of unwanted water entry into the mine workings is to be minimised. Without knowledge of the lateral discontinuities at the mine level and if any potential intersalt fracture zones are to be intersected during the construction of shaft 4, reliable prediction of mine stability is problematic.

Cargill mine operators are already aware of the need to stay away from possible salt anomaly areas, as evidenced by their informed decision to keep a safe working distance from Anomaly D in the Cargill subsurface operations.

What needs further consideration before the construction of Shaft #4 via upward reaming is the possibility of an aquifer connection between the lake waters and the intersected aquifer in Corehole 18. As mentioned earlier, and documented in the RESPEC 2013 report detailing conditions in Corehole 18, the main aquifer intersection occurred at 1,490 ft (bgs) in the Oriskany Sandstone, with the base of water reasonably be expected to be at, or above, the base of the Bertie Group.
In the RESPEC 2013 report, no information was given as to the nature of the porosity and permeability distribution in the aquifer (intergranular or fracture?). This is because at the level of the main aquifer intersection samples were being collected as drill cuttings, not whole core.

If the undersaturated water in the main aquifer is held in a homogenous bedded host typified by intergranular porosity, then the pump test already done to quantify entry rates and discussed in the CoreHole 18 report can probably be extrapolated reasonably well from pump measurements in a narrow borehole diameter (inches across) to a 14-foot wide shaft. If the aquifer is fractured, then flow rates and aquifer interconnectedness have not been reliably quantified in the Corehole. Unexpected water volumes may be encountered during upward reaming of Shaft 4.

The Cayuga Lake margin aquifer setup has many similarities to the aquifer system in the region above the former Retsof mine (Figure 15). A complete study of the nature of the hydrology in the region between the base of the Shaft #4 pilot hole and the current sub-lake mine working is needed before permission to construct shaft #4 is granted. Likewise, possible positions of undocumented brine wells should be documented.

In addition to these concerns with the current set of available information, there is also the unknown but possibly substantial effect of storing a significant volume of halite-undersaturated water in the current mine workings. In the author’s opinion, without more study, it is unwise to store what may be a significant (as yet unquantified) volume of reactive and penetrative water in a slurry capable of salt dissolution in an already mined portion of the mine (see Patience Lake case history).

Conclusions with recommendations

Joffe effects, in my opinion, may not drive or even broadly indicate regions with potentially significant salt mine stability problems (see Addendum I for detail on Joffe effects as documented in the Cayuga Salt Mine). Joffe effects tend to operate at near-homogenous intracystal scales, as atmospheric moisture enters and leaves with the seasonal changes in the mine atmosphere. They are part and parcel of any salt mine operation, as are slightly changing rates of roof closure and salt heave. Rapid changes in roof closure rates are often registered only after collapse has initiated or even occurred.

What drives significant instability at times of salt mine expansion is the unexpected intersection of zones holding substantial halite-undersaturated pore water volumes located in or immediately out-of-salt. Worse
yet, is the connection scenario when the intersected zones possess high potential inflow rates and are connected to large reservoirs of halite-undersaturated pore waters. This is especially so when such unexpected pore waters are connected to the mine workings via open fracture porosity.

Further rock typing and hydrological information needs to be collected and technical considerations made of this data before permission to the construct Shaft #4 is granted. To date, the New York State authorities have not required of the mine operator appropriate technical data suitable to make a "best-practice" judgement on whether to grant permission to move forward with Shaft #4.

Before a firm decision is made, the following set of documentation and studies should be required of the mine operators.

1) What is the geological situation ("stay in the salt") in the areas where an unknown and possibly significant volume of halite-undersaturated water is to be stored? This is not the typical situation in water sumps in salt mines excavating bedded salt, although it has been done in thicker salt bodies in mines in some diapiric structures in eastern Europe.

If the proposed water storage area is such that the water volume is fully encased, and it will not weaken the strength of intervening salt pillars, or while stored, drive dissolution and connection with unexpected aquifers in adjacent "out-of-salt" positions, then such below-ground storage of pilot hole and shaft reaming inflows should be feasible.

2. What is the nature of the permeability and porosity in the aquifer level to be encountered at the Bertie-Oriskany levels during upward reaming. This interval was sampled via cuttings, not core, when Corehole 18 was drilled. At this stage, it is not known if the encountered aquifer poroperm is held in a homogeneous medium or held in a highly inhomogenous host, as is typical of a fractured aquifer reservoir. If it is held in a homogenous bedded host, then the pump test already done to quantify entry rates and discussed in the CoreHole 18 report can be extrapolated reasonably well from the narrow borehole diameter to a 14-foot wide shaft. If the aquifer is fractured, then flow rates and aquifer interconnectedness have not been reliably quantified by pump tests in a narrow borehole. Unexpected water volumes may be encountered during upward reaming of Shaft 4.

3. What do the salt textures captured in the core from Corehole 18 indicate? The current description of salt textures in the RESPEC report does not define the nature of the various processes likely influencing the formation of various salt textures. Current salt sedimentology allows one to differentiate between tectonic, diagenetic and salt dissolution textures and breccias. Work on the publically-available core from the Himrod Mine shows all these textures are present in the salt layers in the Syracuse Fm; they are distinct and capable of being classified (e.g. Figures 18, 19 in Warren 2015).

Such a sedimentological study of the salt core in Corehole 18 would better refine the hydrological situation in the vicinity of Corehole 18 and if there is a possible hydrological connection already in existence between the top of salt and the overlying potential aquifers located in and above the Bertie Formation.

The further integration of the salt texture information derived from the core with the mineralogical information already measured in the wireline data run in corehole 18 would help to refine such a hydrological model, which could then be tied back to the current understanding of the mine geology and improve the utility of predictive ore quality models.
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Addendum: How important is short term humidity variation in terms of mine stability?

This section is added to the report as a discussion on the influence of the Jolle effect and increased closure rates was consider worthy of further consideration by state authorities. The effect of humidity changes on roof subsidence in the Cayuga Mine is normal and was documented and succinctly explained by van Sambeek (2012).

Figure 21 summarises some of his relevant long-term closure measurements in the Cayuga Mine over a 23-year period in selected yield-pillar panels. During the period 1994 to 2003, monthly closure measurements plotted according to date of the year (Figure 21a). Obvious seasonality exists in the closure rate and, because of its long distance from the air intake shaft, this panel is buffered from temperature changes, so the seasonality is most likely caused by humidity changes (van Sambeek, 2012).

Another yield-pillar panel had room closure measurements made over five years (2006-2012), in conjunction with simultaneous temperature and humidity measurements (Figure 21b). The figure illustrates two types of normal salt relaxation and closure behaviour. When measurements started in 2006, the panel had been mined five years earlier, and it was inactive but still ventilated. As shown, the temperature was nearly constant, and the humidity varied with the seasons. The measured room-closure rate tracked the relative humidity.

Then beginning in March 2007, backfilling of the panel began using the waste product from the underground mill (a mixture of rock particles and salt fines). The waste comes into the panel on a conveyor, is moistened to lessen dust and improve compaction, and then spread around using heavy diesel equipment. A combination of the seasonal humidity in the ventilation air, the water added, and water vapour in the diesel equipment exhaust pushed the humidity level in the panel above the previous maximum level of 60 percent. The relative humidity approached (but of course could not exceed) the nominal 75 percent critical humidity threshold for deliquescence of water vapour on salt. The annualised room-closure rate simultaneously increased with the greater humidity level. Moreover, since Figure 21b shows the temperature was nearly constant throughout this period (and there was no nearby mining), the closure rate changes are attributed to humidity changes.

Five complete annual cycles are shown in Figure 21b. The first cycle (mid-2006 to March 2007) occurred while the panel was inactive and quiet (before backfilling operations started). The later annual cycles (after March 2007) are measured during backfilling activities, so the room-closure rates are greater than their earlier values. The correlation trend is that closure during the humid months will be nominally 75 percent faster than during the drier months.

Van Sambeek (2012) concludes that humidity-enhanced salt creep (rightly or wrongly called the Joffe effect) has historically been considered a phenomenon mostly observed in laboratory tests on small test specimens that were probably in a state of dilation. The laboratory tests showing the most pronounced Joffe effect were unconfined and exposed to the atmospheric humidity changes, particularly greater

---

Figure 21. Closure rates in Cayuga Mine (replotted from Van Sambeek, 2012). A) Closure rates (mm/year) complied from monthly measurements across 1994-2003. B) Room closure rate (mm/yr), ambient temperature (°C) and relative humidity (%) at a long term closure station.
humidity, although the phenomenon was reversible. In contrast, van Sambeek (2012) documented several examples of long-term in-mine deformation measurements showing an in situ change in rock-salt creep rates occurs as the seasonal humidity changes, thus proving the Joffe effect occurs even on a large scale. Additional extensometer measurements in both salt pillars and salt around a shaft show that the Joffe effect influences salt even at depths of several meters.